Over 200 Students Sign for Union Week

SCA Project Needs 400 For Clean-Up

Bober Honored by U.N.E.S.C.O.

Publication of Essay on Marx

Eisenstein Film Sets Next Wednesday

Russian Classic Film of 1917 Government

"Ten Days That Shocked the World" presents "Battleship Potemkin" and "The October Revolution." The former is a silent film directed by D. Eisenstein, the latter is a record of the Russian Revolution. The film will be shown April 21, at 8 p.m., at the Art Center.
Little Symphony Gives Concert
Duncan to be Soloist With Byler Directing

The Lawrence Little Symphony, Kenneth Byler conducting, will give a concert Monday at 8 p.m. in Peabody Hall No. 2. Clyde Dun- can, professor of theory and piano at the Conservatory of Music, will accompany the soloist, Duncan. A permanent English born composer has given concerts each year of an "Little Symphony" by Mr. Byler to acquaint students of the public with the extensive library of music under his care.

Student Religious Group at Wayland March 30-April 1

March 30 thru April. 1 the first interdenominational student conference in Wisconsin will be held at Wayland academy, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.

The purpose of this conference is to give members of different religious groups the opportunity to understand each other and their respective beliefs. Among the many outstanding speakers will be William B. Easton, president of religion at Lawrence, who will speak on "Christian Response to the World."

The program also includes biblical discussion groups, denominational meetings, and recitations. The cost of this weekend educational conference will be $3.00, including the registration fee.

You Get Safety when you dial 4-4554

Sale-T-Cab

Headquarters for Easter
Fancy Filled BASKETS
69c to 2.49

Plastic NOVELTIES
10c to 69c

Fresh Assortment of Box Candy
Whittens and Johnstons

Colleges and Perfumes
Gift Sets

Ford Hopkins Co.
118 W. College Ave.
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March 30 thru April. 1 the first interdenominational student conference in Wisconsin will be held at Wayland academy, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.

The purpose of this conference is to give members of different religious groups the opportunity to understand each other and their respective beliefs. Among the many outstanding speakers will be William B. Easton, president of religion at Lawrence, who will speak on "Christian Response to the World."

The program also includes biblical discussion groups, denominational meetings, and recitations. The cost of this weekend educational conference will be $3.00, including the registration fee.

Advise Sororities of Hostile Movie

Sororities on campuses across the nation have been receiving letters from their national organizations telling the girls on how to treat an "anti-communist" motion picture soon to be released by Twentieth Century Fox. The name of the movie is "Take Care of My Little Girl." The letter tells the girls that it is inadvisable and in some cases considered unwise to do so because it is in order to be able to answer questions raised by the film. The chairman of the Intersorority Research and Advisory Council had already labelled the film "Communist propaganda." And declared it would give, according to the enemies of our country." He demanded that production of the film be dropped.

Student President Campaign, Apr. 26

The campaign for student body president will begin on April 26 and continue through May 1. The three main candidates for president are Paul Richards, Jack Barlow, and Martin Taylor. The meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 1.

Cancel Courses of Non-Students

At the University of California, the Daily Californian reports that, for at least 28 courses and sections, originally scheduled for the semester, have been cancelled because the faculty members in charge of them were suspended for failure to sign the Regents' non-Communist declaration. Here, in part, is the statement which these faculty members refused to sign: "I am not a member of the Communist party or any other organization which advocates the overthrow of the United States government by force or violence, and . . . I have no commitments in conflict with my responsibilities with respect to partial scholarship and free press of the truth."

The non-signing professors were originally cleared of Communist party membership by a faculty committee, only to be fired last August by the Regents.

Develop School Team

Can be Proud of

Famous magazine reports the following: "In Oklahoma City, President of the University of Arkansas, said that he had signed a new bill that increased the appropriations committee of the state legislature. He was acting in the capacity of "We're working," he told them, "to by all means go and see "Take Care of My Little Girl.""
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Four Months' (Day) INTENSIVE COURSE for college women

The expert COTTON expert by MOSER in 1941 has been the forerunner of the movement of home through teaching in delightful sur-
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Shoes

Wee of Seniors In Divided World

The Ohio State Lantern, slightly stamped in self-pity, recently printed the following editorial. "We believe that a recent physician's sur-
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The Greeks Again And Their Doings

4 The Lawrentian
Friday, March 16, 1951

And we're off — into the last week before spring vacation, and it is going to be a busy one. Working at the union and getting past nine weeks of final examinations, the other week is really worthwhile activities going on. Tonight the Delts have a party and tomorrow is the last dance at the Annex. Tuesday afternoon, Madame Einer and Mary Hoffman give their Junior recital, and Mon-
day the Delts give a concert. These are things that happen among the charming young lady who appeared to be interested in publicity for the forth-
coming Turning Point show, and she has just mentioned that a little publicity would be appreciated. So — here it is — let’s back this show, it’s a good cause — all the profits go to the union fund — so watch for announcements concerning it.

That little fellow with the bow and arrows really got back into high gear this week, and we are happy. Besides giving us copy, it seems as if any object is as on the way. (To be continued.)

Curtain Rinkels will be married to Miss Mary Alice Green, Mary Alice being the daughter of Professor and Mrs. Green, and they will be on their honeymoon the first of next month, according to our trusted informant.

The club in charge of the entertainment was the little Dutch club, the Dutch Club. They have a policy of entertaining at that house, and they are known as the people who really put out for a good time.

Racket Re-Stringing

Features Duncan

Rowley Students Play Teacher’s Composition

by Bette Kinzie

Placing the solo part in the con-
certs to be presented by the Little-
ly Symphony at a recital next week, it will be an interesting experience for Clyde Duncan, assistant pro-
curator of the group in the conserva-
tory. interesting because Duncan studied under Alex Rowley, its composer. Duncan started to play the piano
for the age of seven. He received his Mus. B and Mus. M.

from the American Conservatory of

Music in Chicago. Soon after he was taken into the army where he attained the rank of ser-
gent. In the Signal corps for three

Duncan saw action in France and

Germany.

Upon leaving the army Mr.

Musgrave concluded on Monday as

to what a Bendix is used for. It seems as though Leon even tried to wash his glasses in it. Ninkie is one of those girls who may go off on future
generations. Mary Alice Green, Margaret Hoy-

and among those who recently felt Cupid’s first arrow are newly pinned Miss Evangeline A.

McConachie and Sig Ep George "Buzz" Coney. New active is Barbara Burn-

tus. We plan to have Milk Punch and
catering. We are very proud to announce

our freshmen filled with glee, gray meal Mrs. Watts gave a welcoming; doors will be locked to all but the new president of SAI. Also to our

SAI’s most recent activity was a

successful banquet, and we want
to add that he is definitely not

a no defeat season.

The Delts members of the A
cappella choir wish to thank the
female members of the choir for
their efforts. There was a special
recital at the American Conserva-
ty of Music in Chicago. Soon after
he was taken into the army where
he attained the rank of sergeant.

The Signal corps for three

Duncan saw action in France and

Germany.
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Trot out on the stage, two by two, easiest to warm up in all his stage. He rated that audience the with the conductor bringing up the men's glee club was scheduled to ed separate men's and women's glee clubs around Wisconsin for birthday. But according to the crit- Indiana and Iowa. They have sung choir tour, for it celebrated its particularly "came of age" on the 1951 year's trip, but the group has stray- der, pianist, contralto Dorothy also heard in solo spots and Carole an obbligato.

The Lawrence college choir left the campus after the Milwaukee concert. On March 15 where it appeared in Milwaukee concert. The show had to go on, so the local medical authorities organized a platform ten feet behind the rest of the choir for the quarantined members and strict isolation between groups.

Although the author of the play is unknown it is thought to have been written by William Stevenson. It was produced at Christ's college al Cambridge in 1590. "Gam- men's Glee Club's Needle" follows the form of Terence, the Latin comic playwright and in its present form, cut and in a somewhat expur- gated version. The original was quite vulgar, while at the same time very moral, but which was quite possible in the Renaissance period. The people shown in this play are typi- cal of their time. It is an out and out farce, with no punches pulled.

The plot is built around the search for a lost needle, which, while seeming a little pointless in our day and age, was very serious matter for the Renaissance audience. Needles were virtually impossible to obtain, and the loss of one of these precious objects was as much a matter for general concern as was the loss of life. Although a definite cost has not yet been announced, it has been chosen from the members of Sun- included in this group will be...

For Famous
RONSON LIGHTERS

The Steak Supreme!

For delicious food on that special date or any fine occasion we'll provide the steaks all fried for you and your relation.

For Famous
MARX JEWELERS

For Famous
Sniders RESTAURANT

FARR'S MELODY SHOP

Just received — a shipment of Columbia "45" singles — many of them out of the albums "Dixie by Dorsey," "Young Man with a Horn," "The Chordettes," etc. "Melancholy Rhaps-" by Harry James is only one of many.

College Columnist

Thinks North, South
Prejudices Wrong

Bob Seigl, editor of the University of North Carolina's Daily Tar Heel, feels that both the North and the South have the same problem and that they are both being suspended by the administration recently because "exhibition drinking and obscene language were seen and heard" by admin- istration officials. "Virginia," said the Cavalier, "like any large univer- sity or college, has its minority of boors, who appear to have no respect for the values and the schools they attend. The best thing we can do is our work, not worry about it."

U. of Va. Reproves Three Fraternities

The Cavalier Daily, University of Virginia, reports three fraternities there came "within a whisker" of being suspended recently because "exhibition drinking and obscene language were seen and heard" by admin- istration officials. "Virginia," said the Cavalier, "like any large univer- sity or college, has its minority of boors, who appear to have no respect for the values and the schools they attend. The best thing we can do is our work, not worry about it."

For Famous
BUETOW'S BEAUTY SHOP

225 E. College Ave. Phone 4-2131

Shirts by Petti
Price Range $4.95 to $8.95
Fabrics — Gabardines — Wools — Cottons

Blouses
Tailored, Dressy — New selection to wear with new spring suits. All colors — priced from $2.95

Barrett's
WOMEN'S APPAREL
200 East College Ave.

As Advertised in Seventeen
You Can't Resist 'em!
CUTE "DOG-CHAIN".

For Famous
friskies

Really "put on the dog" and step out in this Spring's Sport Acces- sories. Wonderful, Cloud- lighted Man's Friskies on a low wedge heel...

116 E. College Ave. Appleton, Wis.
Robertson Rink Wins Bonspiel Last Week

Disqualification Understaffed Matis Rink by Harry Moom

The second annual Lawrence college Bonspiel was held Sunday, March 11 and it was marked by very close competition. Jayne Matusz’s makeshift rink actually won, but was disqualified since there were only three members present. Walter Robertson’s rink was officially the winner of the first event. Included in this year’s Bonspiel was Phil Sievert, Dennis Kromke and Dick Swenson. Matis Rink’s Phil Bernstein was tied for second place in this event. Doug Thomson’s rink was disqualified in the second event and beating Ken Harnick’s rink in a speed game was third in the second event.

Bob Robertson Wins Against the University of Wisconsin law school, March 13.

Vike Runners

Take Mile, Two Mile Events in Madison

In a meet against the Wisconsin law school, March 13.

The All-College Band tournament has been transplanted to and placed Grisham is the single champion. In the doubles Grisham teamed up with Don Rhyee to make it a clean sweep. Grisham whacked Bill Sievert in the finals. In the singles Mattes’ makeshift rink actually beat for second place in the singles. Previously Bernardino had beaten John Fried Monday. The match was being delayed on March 14 to complete the field. In the doubles Grisham defeated Ken Lutz and John Fried 10-3. In the third round Fried won over... The tournament was held Wednesday, March 14. All College Band was held Sunday, March 11.

WRA News

The annual folk dance festival was held Wednesday, March 14. Each Wednesday is secured to the major. Character and background will be presented and will be the first... The 182. Doug Guthe was third in the 440此外的; the 440 was followed by Don Holpenger and Larry Nelson. The top 10 positions were: 1. Don Holpenger; 2. Larry Nelson; 3. Bill Sievert; 4. Doug Guthe; 5. Steve Vande Zande; 6. Jeffery Jeffers of the Indies; 7. Jeffery Jeffers of the Indies; 8. Jeffery Jeffers of the Indies; 9. Steve Vande Zande; 10. Bill Sievert.

Coach Announces Golfing Meeting

Coach Bernie Rehnock announced Monday that he will hold a meeting for planning to go out for varsity golf on March 22. The meeting will be held at 2 p.m. in Main hall. Mr. Rehnock asked that all interested meet at the beginning of the season and have their names put in the bond. All lettermen and golfing members are requested to attend the meeting.

All-college wrestling winners who competed last weekend are, from left to right, back, Chuck Vande Zande, Ken Han- ton, Matt Hennessey, Mrs. Sellers and Mrs. Mc- Kellar, of the Indies. His high lighted by a 665 series by Jim Newsome of Beloit, who placed 16th in the country getting into the finals. Bruce Webers and Dick Olson. (Photo by Olson.)
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Bowlings Phis

Phis Revival Stays First in Varsity Bowling

In Bowling last week, the Phis continued on a rampage and beat the Betas, 2-0. The Delts clinched the Independents 4-2. The tournament began. Pete Green again scored again the 157 lb. class Joe Yasutake defeated Bill Robbins 6-5 in the 1st half. The tournament was held Wednesday, March 14. All College Band was held Sunday, March 11.
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Mixed Badminton Tournament April 13
The annual mixed badminton tournament will be held on Sun.
April 13th in the campus gym. Sign up sheets will be posted on
April 2 in Slade; Coronado, the campus gym, and Main hall.
Signs you may be as copies of individuals.

SCA Sends Garrison To Student Conference
SSC members voted to send
Barbara Garrison to the national
student conference on human rela-
tions and higher education at their
meeting last Monday evening. Held
at Fairfax college at Richmond.
Barbara will attend the con-
ference during the spring vacation.

Gives Exam Cheaters Lie Detector Test
At Michigan State college the in-
ductive for a course called
Criminal Evidence noticed that several
mid-term exam papers were
remarkably alike, and promptly
gave the whole class a lie detector
test.

It came in a pair of relay events.
The combination of Don Galli,
Bill Fieurte, Don Holgerson and
Bud Ingals finished third in the
distance medley relay and Fieurte,
Ingle, Holgerson and Charles
Metsz grabbed a third place in the
two mile relay.

Name Carleton Swim Champs
Carls Replace Beloit For Conference First
Praised by powerful Jo-ken-Ken-
ar, Carleton replaced Beloit at
Midwest conference champions in
the annual swimming meet held
here last Friday and Saturday.
Carleton scored 56, Beloit 46, Grin-
nell 27, Lawrence 21, Monmouth
4, Knox 7, and Cornell was score-
less.

McKenzie second two victories,
serving two records in the process.
And anchored the 400 yard relay
team in wind up the individual
high scorer in the team meet, but
the eggert of Beloit also shared
the spotlight by winning the 100
and 400 yard free style events in
record-breaking time. Two other
wrestlers also shattered former
marks in a meet which saw every
competitive individual event record
wiped out., Harry Schmidt of Carle-
ton, backstroke, and Chef Otto Be-

Leaving Lawrence to its fourth
place finish was heavyweight star
Tom Warren. Warren was barely
beaten by eggert in the 220, and
came home second in the 440. Be-
cause that, Warren also anchored
the third-place Lawrence 400 yard
relay team. Other point-getters for
the five and white were Co-captain
Bill Ferguson. Third in the back-

stroke, and Co-captain George Cole-
man, fifth in the 100 yard free
style. Lawrence's other point
winners in the 200 medley relay
event, where Ferguson, Ingle, and
Prime took fourth.

Benito: Carleton, C, Beloit, B,
Grinnell, G, Lawrence, L, Mon-
mouth, M, and Knox, K.

330 yd. medley — Beloit (New-
man, Otis, Walter), Carleton, Mon-
mouth, Lawrence, Grinnell, 3:18.3,
new conference record.

50 yd. free style — McKenzie,
Eggers, Lecker, Ingle, Fergus-

200 yd. breast stroke — Otis, B,
Bos, C, Sippel, C, Benson, M,
Hueses, M, 2:29.4, new record
2:27 set by Otis in preliminaries.

220 yd. free style — Eggert,
Warren, L, Clark, C, Stocker, G, 2:21.3,
new record 2:21.2 set in preliminaries.

440 yd. free style relay — Carle-
ton, (Brooks, Eggers, Ingle, Stocker),
Beloir, Lawrence, Grin-
nell, Monmouth.

Diving — Brown, G, Kingery,
C, Tucker, B, Lewis, C, 277.2 point total.
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L Club Elects Reinicke, Pribnow, Bigford, Jacobs
The following members of the
L club were recently elected
to
office: President, Don Reinicke;

vice president, Jack Pribnow; sec-
retary-treasurer, Pete Nelson and
Sergeant-at-arms, Bruce Bigford.

330 yd. medley — Beloit (New-
man, Otis, Walter), Carleton, Mon-
mouth, Lawrence, Grinnell, 3:18.3,
new conference record.

50 yd. free style — McKenzie,
Eggers, Lecker, Brooks, Rittcn-

100 yd. free style — McKenzie,
Edgren, Lecker, Edgren, Cole-
mor, 1:53.3, new record.

200 yd. back stroke — Schmidt,
Newman, B, Ferguson, L, Rinse,

300 yd. breast stroke — Otis, B,
Welling, C, Reupert, C, Benson, M,
Hueses, M, 2:24.8, new record 2:27.

400 yd. free style — Eggert, B,
Warren, L, Clark, C, Stocker, G, 2:21.2,
new record 2:21.3 set in preliminaries.

100 yd. free style relay — Carle-
ton, (Brooks, Eggers, Ingle, Stocker),
Beloir, Lawrence, Grin-
nell, Monmouth.

Diving — Brown, G, Kingery,
C, Tucker, B, Lewis, C, 277.2 point total.

RIO THEATRE
NOW THRU MONDAY!

WARREN BROS.
APPLETON
NOW PLAYING

HIGHWAY 30!

PLUS— "NAVY BOUND"

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!
Fine tobacco— and only fine tobacco— can
give you the perfect mildness and rich taste
that make a cigarette completely enjoyable.
And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. So if
you're not happy with your present brand
(and a 38-city survey shows that millions are
not), switch to Luckies. You'll find that
Luckies taste better than any other cigarette.
Be Happy — Go Lucky today!

GOODMAN'S
JEWELERS
ST. PATRICK'S
DAY
SPECIAL
for good
Irishmen
KELLY GREEN
TIES!
Gaily decorated with
traditional Irish holiday
figures.
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contemporary philosophical dilemma the need for a middle ground

beyond the ivory tower
by harry m. clew

it has long been an irritation to me that a review of any book which has not been approved by this board of editors is not subject to the same scrutiny as one which has been approved. fact, there are those who feel that i was derisive and the author simply didn't know what he was talking about. this, i believe, is true. therefore, in my efforts to be more scientific and humanly to make my ignorance apparent even non-technical readers interested in the work of the psychiatrist have been disturbed and are pressured by our standards of criticism.

the necessities of last week's annual meeting required a middle-ground between two-worlds, which i spoke of. for want of better terminology we shall call it the relations of the normative-philosopher. the middle-ground individual takes ethical action within the range of what he is capable and what he believes is right. he is not constrained by the provision of values or judgment, but he is not immune to the guidance of the world outside. he is, in short, the meditator who, in the cabinet, is able to analyze his own actions and values, but who is also able to live in the world and take part in the actions of the world.

the implications of his action will only be evaluated in this manner will the psychiatrist consider the philosophy of his ideals. (this fact that the psychiatrist must look upon his own thinking with relations in ethics, the desirability and surrender of all or any of the values of the past is not, as some might think, a rejection of the past, but an investigation of the past in order to determine the viability of those actions which stand in the world of the past.)

letter to the editor

columnists' statements aren't necessarily editorial board's

in order to avoid future misunderstandings among readers, i would like to point out that the opinions of columnists which appear in this paper are not necessarily those of the editorial board. columnists are in no way regulated either by the board or by the editor. the board and the editor reserve the right to decide upon any topic or issue that is of particular concern to us. in the case of this particular article, the editorial board felt that it was important to present a different perspective on the issue at hand.

the letter to the editor

defend coach of beloit team in open letter

this writer would also like to send an "open letter to beloit" in defense of the beloit coach, delph staley.

i believe that the editorial board has made a mistake in giving the number of the team in its commentary on the situation. the team is not the only one that is under pressure. for example, the team's fans are under pressure to do well, and the players are under pressure to perform to the best of their abilities. however, the editorial board has not taken into consideration the fact that the team is also under pressure to do well. the team's fans and players are not the only ones that are being judged. the team is also being judged on the basis of its performance.

the letter to the editor

class columns are not necessarily editorial board's

in order to avoid future misunderstandings among readers, i would like to point out that the opinions of columnists which appear in this paper are not necessarily those of the editorial board. columnists are in no way regulated either by the board or by the editor. the board and the editor reserve the right to decide upon any topic or issue that is of particular concern to us. in the case of this particular article, the editorial board felt that it was important to present a different perspective on the issue at hand.

the letter to the editor
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